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Abstract
A detailed study of the formation of neutral oxygen vacancies in monoclinic
tungsten oxide (WO3) is performed within the framework of the self-consistent
first-principles SIESTA method. This work reveals that the neutral oxygen
vacancies are anisotropic with a strong correlation to the structural anisotropy
of the WO3 monoclinic room temperature phase. We show that most of the
structural relaxation around the vacancies occurs along a single straight line
of W–O–W bonds and that the lowest energy corresponds to the formation of
vacancies along the [001] crystallographic direction, where long and short W–O
bonds alternate. Moreover, vacancies lead to the partial filling of the conduction
band, in which 5d electronic states of the neighbouring W atoms dominate. In
term of Mulliken population, the initial charge carried by the removed oxygen
atom is almost recovered on the O and W atoms closest to the vacancy.

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction

Tungsten oxide (WO3) is slightly oxygen deficient, which makes it an interesting n-type
semiconductor material for technological applications. Hence, the physical and chemical
properties of WO3 have been experimentally studied for a long time, in particular its phase
diagram, which presents numerous polymorph transformations between 230 and 1015 K [1].
The electrochromic properties of WO3 were first investigated [2–5]. The possibility of ion
intercalation/deintercalation has given rise to several potential applications in devices such as
cathodes for rechargeable batteries [6] or electrodes for water photo-electrolysis [7]. More
recently WO3 has been investigated as a sensitive layer for gas sensor applications, in order to
detect small quantities of NOx [8–14], NH3 [15, 16] or ozone [17–19]. These devices operate
by measuring the variation of the resistivity of the sensitive layer under different atmospheres.
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In such applications surface oxygen vacancies play a major role in electrical conductivity [20]
as well as in gas detection [21]. Nevertheless, the electronic transfer between adsorbed species
and the WO3 film is still not well understood.

At room temperature, the crystallographic phase of WO3 is monoclinic (space group
P21/n). This monoclinic room temperature (Mono RT) structure contains eight WO3 per
unit cell, each W atom being six-fold coordinated by oxygen atoms. Thus, the study of
oxygen vacancy formation in this phase requires calculations on large supercells made of
several W8O24 unit cells. Because of the size of this system, the first theoretical works on
the electronic structure of WO3 concerned the simple cubic phase and its bronzes [22, 23].
More recently, different studies have dealt with the bulk properties of the various WO3 [24, 25]
crystallographic phases, but the theoretical studies of defects are limited to the effects of oxygen
vacancy formation on the electronic structure of amorphous WO3 [26] and on the theoretical
cubic phase [27]. Most of these theoretical investigations are performed by means of standard
plane-wave density functional calculations. Although precise, these approaches are limited by
the size of the system studied. As plane-wave density functional calculations become too time-
consuming, SIESTA implementation [28, 29] is increasingly used as an alternative to study such
large systems. This code uses a reduced and flexible basis set of numerical atomic orbitals
and optimizes the resolution of the electronic structure. Hence, in comparison with standard
plane-wave density functional calculations, a gain in calculation time higher than one order of
magnitude is achieved in many cases.

In this paper, we present a detailed analysis of the formation of oxygen vacancies in
the bulk Mono RT. A self-consistent first-principles SIESTA method carrying out geometry
optimizations is used. Moreover, the local-density approximation (LDA) gives the lattice
constants of WO3 [24] in better agreement with experiment than the generalized gradient
approximation (GGA), and the GGA functionals improve cohesive energies [30–32]. Therefore
these two exchange–correlation functionals are systematically used. Due to the structural
anisotropy of the Mono RT phase, three non-equivalent oxygen vacancies are considered in
this work.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to the computational details.
The optimized basis set used in the present SIESTA simulations is validated on the bulk
properties of the phase diagram of WO3: results are compared to experiments and previous
calculations [24, 25]. The results show that the properties of a vacancy strongly depend on the
orientation of the broken W–O bonds. Finally, the main results of this study are summarized in
section 4.

2. Computational details

Ab initio calculations are performed using the SIESTA implementation [28, 29] within the
framework of the density-functional theory (DFT) [33]. The exchange–correlation potential
is treated not only within the local-density approximation (LDA) but also within the
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) using parameterization proposed by Perdew–
Burke–Ernzerhof [34]. Core electrons are treated within the frozen core approximation in
which norm-conserving Troullier–Martins [35] pseudopotentials, including nonlinear core
corrections for W, are used.

The wavefunction of the valence electrons (2s22p4 for O and 6s25d4 for W) is expanded on
a localized basis set consisting of finite-range pseudo-atomic orbitals [36]. A double-ζ basis set
is used for both atoms: each atomic valence state is described by two localized wavefunctions.
In order to allow polarization, 3d and 6p orbitals are included for O and W species, respectively.
Cutoff radii for the double-ζ basis set are optimized in order to reproduce as accurately as
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Table 1. Lattice parameters of the Mono RT phase calculated within the LDA and the GGA.
Comparison with previous calculations and experiments.

a (Å) b (Å) c (Å) β (deg)

LDA SIESTA 7.24 7.45 7.61 90.5
Reference [24] 7.37 7.46 7.64 90.6
Reference [25] 7.30 7.49 7.32 90.1

GGA SIESTA 7.48 7.66 7.85 90.4
Reference [24] 7.55 7.62 7.83 90.2

Expt Reference [41] 7.31 7.54 7.69 90.9

possible the experimental lattice parameters of each structure [37–41] in the phase diagram of
WO3. The geometrical optimization procedure consists in relaxing atomic positions and cell
parameters with a maximum force tolerance of 0.02 eV Å

−1
on each atom and a maximum

stress tolerance of 1 GPa for each component of the stress tensor. In comparison with the
previous SIESTA work [25], our optimization of basis sets leads to the use of quite large radii for
orbitals localized on oxygen atoms: 5.3 and 5.2 Bohr for the atomic functions corresponding
to the 2s orbitals, 5.9 and 2.7 Bohr for those corresponding to the 2p orbitals, and 2.6 Bohr for
those corresponding to the 3d orbitals. In all the calculations, the k-point sampling is equivalent
to an 8 × 8 × 8 k-mesh grid in the cubic phase containing one WO3 per unit cell.

The formation of neutral oxygen vacancies (V) is studied by means of the supercell
technique. The vacancy formation consists in the following reaction:

WnO3n −→ WnO3n−1V + 1
2 O2, (1)

where n is the number of W atoms per supercell. At constant volume, the corresponding
vacancy formation energy Ef is given by

Ef = E(WnO3n−1V) + 1
2 E(O2) − E(WnO3n). (2)

Herein, the oxygen molecule reference energy is the energy of the spin-triplet state.
Four supercell sizes are considered: (i) n = 8, corresponding to the Mono RT unit cell;

(ii) n = 16, consisting in a doubling of the unit cell along the W–V–W direction; (iii) n = 32,
which is built by quadrupling the unit cell along the W–V–W direction; and (iv) n = 64,
obtained by doubling the three crystallographic axes. In all the calculations the removed O
atom is replaced by a so-called ghost atom in order to keep the size of the basis set constant.

3. Neutral oxygen vacancy

3.1. Geometrical structure of the Mono RT phase

The experimental lattice parameters of the Mono RT structure, deduced from neutron
diffraction data [38, 41], are given in table 1: the unit cell, which contains eight WO3, can be
generated from only the atomic positions of two non-equivalent WO3. The W atoms are located
at the centre of distorted octahedrons made of six O atoms. Each oxygen atom forms two W–
O bonds. In this study, the three non-equivalent oxygen atoms, denoted Oa , Ob and Oc , are
distinguished: the indices a, b and c indicate the direction of the W–O bond. In order to simplify
the structural study, only the six W–O bonds in one of the two non-equivalent octahedrons are
considered, those in the second octahedron being very similar. As shown in table 1, the lattice
parameters obtained at the equilibrium volume from the present work are in good agreement
with those reported in previous theoretical works [24, 25]. The relaxed structure obtained
within the GGA is displayed in figure 1. Along the a direction, the oxygen atoms are almost
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Figure 1. Relaxed GGA structure of the Mono RT unit cell of WO3. W and O atoms are
represented by small (black) and large (blue) spheres, respectively. Short W–O distances (∼1.8 Å)
are represented by thick (red) segments, medium distances (∼1.9 Å) by medium (yellow) segments
and long distances (∼2.1 Å) by thin (blue) segments.

Table 2. W–O bond lengths obtained in Mono RT WO3 after relaxation of the atomic positions
within the LDA and the GGA. Comparison with experiments.

LDA GGA Expt [41]

W · · · Oa (Å) Medium 1.935 1.940 1.931
Medium 1.881 1.916 1.867

W · · · Ob (Å) Short 1.815 1.819 1.782
Long 2.027 2.102 2.092

W · · · Oc (Å) Short 1.787 1.791 1.740
Long 2.094 2.178 2.185

equidistant to a W atom, whereas along the b and c crystallographic directions long and short
W–O bonds alternate. The calculated W–O bond lengths are reported in table 2. Their values
are comprised between 1.79 and 2.09 Å in the LDA and between 1.79 and 2.18 Å in the GGA.
In both cases, the W–Oa bond lengths are in good agreement with the experimental ones [41],
whereas the short W–Ob and W–Oc bond lengths are slightly overestimated, by 2 and 3 per
cent, in comparison with the experimental values. Concerning the long W–Ob and W–Oc

bond lengths, the agreement between GGA results and experiments is quite good, whereas
the LDA underestimates the experimental values by 3 and 5 per cent, respectively. The W–O
bond lengths in the cubic phase (1.908 Å in the LDA and 1.935 Å in the GGA) correspond
approximately to the mean length of the W–Oa bonds in the Mono RT phase.

3.2. Vacancy formation energy

The three non-equivalent oxygens of the Mono RT phase, denoted Oa , Ob and Oc, lead to
the formation of the Va , Vb and Vc neutral oxygen vacancies, respectively. The vacancy
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Table 3. Formation energies Ef of neutral Va , Vb and Vc oxygen vacancies deduced from supercell
calculations at constant volume, within both the LDA and the GGA. The number of W atoms per
supercell is given by n.

Formation energy Ef (eV)

Supercell size n 8 16 32 64

LDA Va 4.76 3.97
Vb 4.66 3.64
Vc 4.46 3.39 3.07
Cubic 3.43 2.54

GGA Va 4.12 3.52 3.45
Vb 4.07 3.06
Vc 3.87 2.87 2.53
Cubic 2.86 2.01

formation energies, Ef, obtained after relaxing the atomic positions within the LDA and GGA
are reported in table 3 for the three O atoms. For both functionals, doubling the Mono RT unit
cell along the W–V–W direction leads to a large decrease in Ef, comprised between 15 per cent
for Ef(Va) and 25 per cent for Ef(Vc). The decrease still remains significant when the unit cell
is quadrupled: indeed, from the supercell with n = 16 to the one with n = 32 W atoms, the
value of Ef(Vc) is decreased by about 10 per cent. When doubling along the two directions
perpendicular to the W–V–W direction, Ef is less affected: from the supercell with n = 16
to the one with n = 64 W atoms, the value of Ef(Va) only decreases by two per cent. This
reveals the quasi-one-dimensional supercell size effect along the W–V–W direction. As shown
in table 3, such a size effect is also observed in cubic supercells.

The values reported in the second column of table 3 correspond to the vacancy formation
energies deduced from supercell calculations with n = 16 W atoms. These values are of
the same order of magnitude as the ones obtained for other metal oxides using a plane-wave
implementation [42]. As expected, the relaxed LDA values of Ef are larger than the GGA
ones: approximately 0.5 eV larger for the three non-equivalent vacancies. This can be related
to the fact that the LDA usually overestimates the binding energy in comparison with the
GGA. For both functionals, the lowest value, 2.87 eV in GGA and 3.39 eV in the LDA, is
obtained when removing the Oc atom, whereas the largest one, 3.52 and 3.97 eV respectively,
corresponds to the formation of a Va vacancy. The corresponding values for the formation of
a Vb vacancy are intermediate: 3.06 and 3.64 eV, respectively. In the cubic phase, the value of
Ef is systematically lower, independently of the choice of the functional and of the removed O
atom. Nevertheless, in all cases, the total energy of the cubic supercells with a vacancy remains
higher than that of the corresponding Mono RT ones.

3.3. Details of structural relaxation

When the atomic positions are unrelaxed, the hierarchy of the vacancy formation energies is
reversed: thus the largest unrelaxed value is obtained for the formation of the Vc vacancy
and the lowest one for the formation of the Va vacancy. As reported in table 4, the gain in
energy, �E , due to the structural relaxation around Vc vacancies, is very important: 2.49 eV
for both functionals, whereas �E is lower for Va : 1.28 and 1.53 eV within the GGA and LDA,
respectively.

The detailed analysis of the structural relaxation reveals that its effect is largely one-
dimensional along the W–V–W direction. Figure 2 shows such a relaxation along a W–Oc–W
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2. (a) Representation of the alternation of short (thin (blue) segments) and long (thick
(red) segments) W–O bonds along the c crystallographic axis in WO3 Mono RT without vacancy.
(b) Modification of this alternation due to the formation of a Vc vacancy. The frustrated bonds at
the edge of the cell are represented by medium (yellow) segments. W and O atoms are respectively
represented by small (black) and large (blue) spheres. This last structure was obtained from a
supercell GGA calculation with n = 32 W atoms.

Table 4. Relaxed and unrelaxed values of the formation energy Ef of the Va , Vb and Vc oxygen
vacancies. The values obtained in the cubic phase are also reported. All results are obtained at
constant volume from supercell calculations with n = 16 W atoms, within the LDA and the GGA.
The relaxation of the atomic positions leads to the gain in energy �E .

Formation energy Ef (eV)

Vacancy Relaxed Unrelaxed �E

LDA Va 3.97 5.50 1.53
Vb 3.64 5.69 2.05
Vc 3.39 5.88 2.49

Cubic 2.54 4.58 2.04

GGA Va 3.52 4.80 1.28
Vb 3.06 5.18 2.12
Vc 2.87 5.36 2.49

Cubic 2.01 4.09 2.08

chain. In comparison with the bulk (figure 2(a)), the number of short W–O distances remains
constant along the chain with Vc (figure 2(b)). Thus, the main aspect of the structural relaxation
consists in the inversion of the order of the alternation of short and long W–O distances on
both sides of the vacancy. This corresponds to the conversion of a long distance into a short
one. The structural relaxation is quite similar around the Vb vacancies but its amplitude is less
important. Along the a axis, such an alternation does not really exist; hence, the structural
relaxation around the Va vacancies is weaker. In addition, the bonds at the cell boundary—
represented by yellow segments in figure 2(b)—are frustrated, as their medium lengths reveal.
Indeed, the short–long pattern cannot be continued across the boundary if a vacancy is present:
the phase does not match there. When increasing the supercell size, the distance between two
vacancies along the W–V–W direction increases, but the default resulting of the frustration is
not removed.

As suggested by the one-dimensional supercell size effect on the formation energy of
vacancies, the atoms belonging to the planes perpendicular to the W–V–W direction are less
affected. Figure 3(a) shows the relaxed structure limited to the ten neighbouring atoms of a
Vc vacancy. The displacement of the atoms located on the left side of the vacancy consists
mainly in the translation along the chain. Concerning the atoms located on the right side, the
displacement of the W atom along the chain leads to the conversion of a long W–Oc bond
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3. (a) Relaxed structure limited to the nearest neighbours of the vacancy. (b) Location of the
corresponding atoms before removing the central Oc atom.

(figure 3(b)) into a short one (figure 3(a)). Thus, the left and right W–Oc bond lengths are
respectively 1.77 and 1.78 Å after the structural relaxation around the vacancy, instead of 1.79
and 2.18 Å in the bulk. The motion of Oa and Ob atoms consists in a slight displacement in the
direction contrary to the motion of W atoms. Consequently, the mean Oc–W–Oa and Oc–W–Ob

angles around the left W atom increase from 97◦ to 103◦ and around the right W atom from
83◦ to 102◦. The mean value of the Oa–W–Ob angles remains the same: approximately 90◦.
Then, the structural relaxation around Vc results in the conversion of two nearest neighbouring
distorted octahedrons of the vacancy into two square-base pyramids. The structural relaxation
around the Va and Vb vacancies is similar, but its amplitude is less important.

3.4. Electronic band structure

The calculated density of electronic states (DOS) and the projected density of states (PDOS)
on the valence states of O (2s, 2p) and W (6s, 5d) atoms are displayed in figure 4. Reference
energy, 0 eV, corresponds to the Fermi level. For both functionals, the calculated band
gap, approximately 1 eV, is largely underestimated in comparison with the experimental
values of 2.62 eV [43] or 2.7 eV [44], as expected within DFT–LDA (or GGA) calculations.
More advanced treatments, too time consuming for such large systems, showed that, in first
approximation, the correction to the LDA consists in a rigid translation of the unoccupied bands
toward higher energies, without significant changes in the occupied bands. The PDOS shows
that the 2s states of oxygen atoms are located about 10 eV under the bottom of the valence
band (VB). The small bandwidth, approximately 2 eV, results from a weak hybridization with
the tungsten valence states. The large bandwidth of the VB, approximately 7 eV, is due to a
strong hybridization between 2p valence states of oxygen and 5d valence states of tungsten.
This reveals the strong covalent character of the W–O bonds.

As shown in figure 5(a), the formation of Vc induces a global shift of the band structure
towards low energies, leading to the filling of the bottom of the conduction band (CB). As
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energy (eV)

total DOS

O 2s

O 2p

W 5d

W 6s

-20 -15 -10 -5 0 5

Figure 4. Total density of states (DOS) obtained by a GGA calculation in WO3 Mono RT (dashed
line). Projected density of states (PDOS) on the atomic valence states: 2s (purple line) and 2p
(red line) of O, and 6s (green line) and 5d (blue line) of W.

energy (eV)

W32O95Vc

W32O96

εF εF

energy (eV)

DOS
W 5d

-10 -7.5 -5 -2.5 0 2.5 5 -2 -1 0 1

(a) (b)

Figure 5. (a) Density of electronic states (DOS) obtained from GGA calculations in supercells
containing 32 W atoms with a Vc vacancy (solid line) and in the pure phase (dashed line).
(b) Enlargement centred on the bottom of the conduction band: total DOS (top line) and the 5d
states of the W atoms. The reference energy (0 eV) corresponds to the Fermi level (εF).

revealed by the enlargement of the projected DOS (figure 5(b)), the new occupied electronic
states involve mainly the 5d valence states of W atoms. These states could correspond to
discrete levels localized in the band gap but they are not exhibited within the framework of
GGA calculations, because of the underestimate of the gap. Consequently, they merge with
empty states in the bottom of the conduction band. Nevertheless, our GGA calculations are
qualitatively in agreement with the increase of the conductivity resulting from the formation
of oxygen vacancies [21]. Moreover, they can be related to photoemission experiments, in
which the magnitude of transitions involving 5d states is used in order to estimate the degree of
oxygen deficiency of the surface [45].
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Table 5. Mean Mulliken charge, qV
i , carried by the different atoms i (i = W, Oa , Ob or Oc), closest

to the vacancy Vc. The corresponding charge qi in the bulk without vacancy is also reported. Charge
variation on each type of atoms is given by �qi = Ni ×(qV

i −qi ), where Ni is the number of atoms
i closest to the vacancy. Results, given in e− (1e− = 1.610−19 C), are deduced from supercell GGA
calculations with n = 32 W atoms.

Atom i qV
i qi Ni �qi

W +1.60 +1.68 2 −0.16
Oc −0.49 −0.52 2 +0.05
Oa , Ob −0.62 −0.58 8 −0.32
Oc removed 0 −0.51 1 +0.51

The atomic charge is not a well-defined quantity and numerous models have been used
to extract its value from the theoretical band structure. Within the Mulliken approach, the
band structure is projected onto localized wavefunctions. Thus, the charge carried by an atom
corresponds to the sum, over all the k-points and all the bands, of the weights of the functions
localized on this atom up to the Fermi level. Its value strongly depends on the size of the basis
set. Hence, the Mulliken charges reported in table 5 should be discussed only from a qualitative
point of view. The LDA over-binding effect increases the strength of the W–O bonds. Thus,
the ionic character of each W–O bond is less important than in the GGA and the resulting
positive charge of W atoms is slightly more important in the GGA: 1.68e− instead of 1.56e−
in the LDA. The detailed analysis of the Mulliken population of each valence state of W atoms
reveals that its positive charge results from the reduced population of the 6s state: 0.35e− in
the Mono RT phase, instead of 2e− in the isolated atom. The value of the negative charge
carried by O atoms depends on the direction of W–O bonds. This anisotropy can be related
to the alternation of short and long W–O bonds along the b and c directions which increases
(decreases) the covalent (ionic) character of the W–Ob and W–Oc bonds in comparison with
the W–Oa bonds.

Mulliken charge variations of the 12 nearest neighbouring atoms of the Vc vacancy are
reported in table 5. For clarity, only the GGA variations are reported, the LDA ones being
similar. The total charge of the cell with the vacancy is null and the initial charge carried by
the removed Oc oxygen in the bulk (−0.51e−) is mainly recovered on the W, Oa and Ob atoms
closest to the vacancy. Indeed, the sum of the Mulliken charge variations of these two groups is
−0.48e−. More precisely, the negative variation in the charge of the two W atoms (−0.16e−)
results from the partial filling of the CB, which principally involves the 5d states of W atoms
(as shown in figure 5). The negative charge variation (−0.32e−) of the Oa and Ob atoms closest
to the vacancy is induced by the increase in the weight of the orbitals localized on these atoms
in the VB. The additional positive charge of the Oc atoms should be related to the decrease in
the W–Oc distances corresponding to an increase in the covalent character of these bonds.

4. Conclusion

This study reveals that the neutral oxygen vacancies in the Mono RT phase are anisotropic and
that the amount of relaxation correlates to the direction of the broken W–O bonds. There are
three non-equivalent oxygen atoms according to the crystallographic direction of the two W–O
bonds that they form. Along the c axis, short and long W–O bonds alternate. The corresponding
unrelaxed value of the formation energy Ef of an oxygen vacancy along this direction is the
largest one. In contrast, the lowest value is found for the oxygen vacancy oriented in the
direction of the a crystallographic axis, along which oxygen atoms form intermediate length
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W–O bonds. The difference in energy, 0.40 eV within the LDA and 0.55 eV within the GGA,
should be related to the gain in binding energy resulting from the alternation of short and long
W–O bonds. Along the b axis, due to an intermediate geometrical structure, the unrelaxed value
of Ef is intermediate.

When the structure is relaxed, the energies go in reversed order. Thus, the lowest relaxed
value of Ef is found for the oxygen vacancies along c and the highest one for the vacancies
along a. We showed that this inversion is related to a strong quasi-one-dimensional structural
relaxation along the c axis inducing an inversion of the alternation of short and long W–O
distances on both sides of the vacancy. Consequently, the number of short W–O bonds remains
the same. Due to the lack of significant alternation of short and long W–O bonds along the a
axis, the structural relaxation is less important and the resulting gain in energy is approximately
two times lower.

The vacancy formation induces a filling of the bottom of the conduction band involving
mainly the 5d electronic states of the W atoms. This leads to an increase of the electrical
conductivity of WO3, as observed in experiments [21]. Mulliken charge analysis showed that
the initial charge of the removed oxygen remains beside the nearest neighbouring atoms of
the vacancy: on the two nearest W atoms because of the partial filling of the 5d states of
the conduction band; and on the eight nearest O atoms because of the deformation of the
valence band inducing an increase in the weight of the 2p states of these atoms. Thus the
vacancy formation induces the presence of an additional localized charge. Assuming a similar
electronic redistribution at the surfaces, this should lead to the formation of local electron-donor
adsorption sites, which is coherent with ozone detection.
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